
  It was a sunny, summer day. My cats, Scout and Boo, 

were sleeping. I quickly jumped out of bed, got 

dressed, made my bed, and quickly ate. When I got 

outside, I put on my boots and got my bucket, and went   

to the creek. I was in the woods, I saw a deer and a 

chipmunk and a newspaper. I put it in the recycling bin 

when I heard a loud sound! The deer and chipmunk  

ran away, the sound had come from the creek! When I 

got to the creek an enormous egg lay on the rocky  

sand, next to the creek! My cats, Scout and Boo, came 

running, they jumped on the mysterious egg! What are 

they doing? Suddenly I heard another sound, sticks 

were snapping, leaves were rustling, then something 

very mysterious happened! A coyote, a deer, a racoon 

and an opossum all jumped on the egg, even a little 

chipmunk, then the egg made a loud cracking sound! 

All the animals jumped off the egg, the egg was wide 

open, before I could look inside a magnificent creature 

came out of the egg! The creature had a fishtail, 

colorful magnificent wings,  a cat face, it could go on 

land and water!   

“The garbage”, said the creature, “it’s hurting the 

plants, it’s hurting us animals, it’s even hurting you”. I 

was amazed,the creature said not to tell anyone 

anything about him, he also told me he was the king of 



animals and to meet him tomorrow at the creek. Soon 

the morning came, I was excited, I got ready as fast as 

I could!  When I got to the creek he wasn't there, all I 

saw was a little frog. The frog hopped away, but the 

frog didn't hop in the water, it hopped rock to rock in a 

mysterious pattern! I followed the frog to my favorite 

part of the creek. Suddenly there was a puff of smoke 

and the little frog became the creature! Then the 

creature told me why he was here.  

”You see we have a magical rock that keeps the Earth 

together but something took it”. “Who took it?”, I asked. 

“We don't know”, the creature said, “but if we don't find 

it in the next week then the Earth will break in 

half….forever! This is what happened, Nut the stone 

guarder, was in the woods walking, when he heard a 

human! He accidentally dropped the stone, before he 

could go get it, the human picked it up! “We are also 

here to clean up, but for now you must go!”  

“What did the human look like?”, I asked. “The human 

looks like this”, he gave me a picture. The picture 

showed a little girl with brown hair, a little tutu and fair 

skin. I asked some animals if they could keep an eye 

out, I had no idea who took the stone until I saw my 

little sister, Summer, it had to be her! I quickly asked 



her if I could have the stone, she said…”Yes!” I quickly 

ran back to the creek, “I got it!”.  

“Thank you very much!” he said, and he gave me a little 

bottle of magic.  

 

The End 
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